**Case Study H**

Just before his second birthday H. was diagnosed with a malignant Rhabdoid tumour in his neck infiltrating into the spine, he had restricted movement in his left arm, drooping left eyelid and the left pupil was not reacting to light stimulus. A Rhabdoid tumour can result from an abnormality on chromosome 22.

H. was a much wanted baby conceived naturally but also induced at birth. His parents were understandably overwrought and it was his grandmother who approached me to try and help all three of them with Radionics.

On first analysis, just before chemotherapy had started, H. was found to have moderate overstimulation in the Etheric Body which was centred in the chemical, gaseous and dense ethers. His chakra pattern was somewhat unusual in that the Heart Chakra was found to be very underactive. The Crown, Throat and Base Chakras were overstimulated along with the Alta Major this may have been due to the amount of allopathic drugs being administered at the time.

Perhaps one of the most important aspects found was that H. was found to be only 70% incarnated at this first analysis even though his ‘will to live’ was high.

Radionic treatments began with support to the aura, destruction of malignant cells, much restoring work to the immune, lymphatic, muscular, urinary and central nervous systems to H. but also a group witness was made and used to treat H. and his parents together.

Chemotherapy started in earnest after just over a week. The aim was to radionically protect the healthy cells by putting them into a state of ‘hibernation’, leaving the destructive drugs to work on the malignant/rapidly dividing cells. Then to clear the body of toxins from the drugs and boost the Spleen Chakra. All the while giving positive thought patterns to the parents.

The following week H. went down with an infection so needed support to the immune system for that time. As the tumour was beginning to be destroyed treatments were given to promote re-growth of healthy cells in the damaged areas of the muscular and nervous systems. All this time H’s ‘will to live’ remained strong although his vitality readings were quite depressed.

Further courses of chemotherapy followed, H. was very prone to infection following these but would gain strength prior to the next session. Treatments were given for example to sensitize malignant cells to the chemotherapy, to stimulate the proliferation of neutrophils to combat infection also to work with the family group Mental Body to hold in the Christ Light using a rose quartz crystal.

After 6 months of treatment a radionic reading of the level of malignant cells at a physical level was taken and found it to be very low but a higher reading at an etheric level which was then treated, nothing found at any other levels.

Radiotherapy started which again knocked out the immune system and resulted in infection. Treatments were given to help and also to support the Mental Body with positive thought and flower essences, often working with all members of the family. Also many treatments to reduce the side effects of the radiotherapy, especially on the aura and Alta Major Chakra.

H. lost his power of speech, possibly due to the effects of anaesthetics; treatments were given to the larynx and Aquarius flower essence Celandine into the Throat Chakra.
Treatment given through the parents ‘to pour down healing energy in and through their subtle bodies to give life to H. again’

Further chemotherapy was given, the immune system was very low but hopefully this is the last.

Much work to help build up the neutrophils and to energise all cells of the physical body, releasing toxins and poisons, regeneration through the Etheric Body.

H. was very fragile at this stage and his parents exhausted. This was after nine gruelling months of treatment. To support them a treatment was indicated which was a quote from Emmanuels Book... ‘Although the dualism of mankind may seem so erratic, always encircling and protecting is the Universal Wisdom. This state of Grace that surrounds you is a loving and eternal Light that allows within it the growth process’, this was given to encourage coordination between the family Astral and Mental Bodies. At these deeper levels understanding that we are cared for, we are loved, even though we cannot fathom the process or reason for the process.

At this stage a high reading was still found for his ‘will to live’ and also found was a full reading of 100% for incarnation level

H. gained strength and vitality and continues to do so. Slowly his physical body has recovered. His movement has improved, his speech has returned, he is happy and very sociable at his nursery school.

Recently H. had a scan at the hospital and everything was found to be clear and in order. He has also celebrated his 3rd birthday.

This is a case of Radionics acting in a complementary capacity to support allopathic medicine in ways that would never be conceived in a conventional sense.